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A simple analytical model is proposed to describe the transversal spatial structure of a
tridimensional rotationally symmetric pulsed beam. The spatial behaviour of the pulse
amplitude is shown to be linked to its (measurable) second- and higher-order intensity
moments, namely, beam width, quality parameter and kurtosis. As an illustrative ex-
perimental example, this model has been applied to high-quality TEA CO2 laser pulses.

1. Introduction
A simple bidimensional analytical model was recently proposed [1] for characterizing the
transversal spatial structure of a pulsed beam in terms of (measurable) second-order
intensity moments [2±6], integrated along the pulse duration. In that model, each spectral
component of the ®eld amplitude was expanded in terms of Hermite±Gauss functions,
which were assumed to correspond to the empty cavity modes. However, in problems
having a large amount of rotational symmetry around the propagation axis, the Laguerre±
Gauss (L±G) functions could be more convenient. Since the pulses we analyse in the
present paper exhibit this kind of symmetry, we will use Laguerre±Gauss functions for
mode calculations.
Thus, in this work we will extend the previous model to realistic rotationally symmetric

tridimensional pulsed beams. Moreover, higher-order intensity moments have also been
considered. In fact, the behaviour under propagation of the so-called kurtosis parameter
(integrated along the pulse length) has been investigated both analytically and experi-
mentally. In the next section the overall intensity moments are de®ned for tridimensional
(3-D) pulsed beams. In Section 3, after applying the analytical model to describe a laser
pulse, a number of equations are inferred which link the transversal spatial structure of the
beam with the usual second-order intensity moments. To illustrate the above model, these
equations are applied in Section 4 to pulses emitted by a TEA CO2 laser device. In
Section 5, it is shown that the behaviour (under free propagation) of the overall kurtosis
parameter of the pulsed beam should be taken into account when analysing the mode
content according to our model. Finally the main conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
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2. De®nitions
Let us consider a light beam whose amplitude at plane z � 0 is denoted by the function
g�r; t�. It is useful to introduce the following Fourier transforms:

w�r;x� �
Z

g�r; t� exp�ÿixt� dt �1�

G�g;x� �
Z

w�r;x� exp�ÿikgr� dr �2�

where r � �x; y�; g � �u; v�; u and v representing angles of propagation (without taking
the evanescent waves into account), x is the temporal frequency, k � x=c, and c is the
speed of light. It follows from Equations 1 and 2 that the squared moduli of w and G are
related, respectively, to the intensity at r and to the radiant intensity along the direction g,
associated to the spectral component x. The overall second-order intensity moments can
accordingly be written in the common way, e.g., the squared beam width along the x-axis
takes the form

hx2i � 1

w0

Z
x2jw�r;x�j2 dr dx �3�

the associated squared far-®eld divergence is given by

hu2i � 1

G0

Z
u2jG�g;x�j2 dg dx �4�

and the crossed parameter hxui (related to the position of the waist plane along the x-axis)
is inferred from the formula

hxui � c
2ix0w0

Z
x��w?�0wÿ w?w0� dr dx �5�

where w0 �
R jw�r;x�j2 dr dx, G0 �

R jG�g;x�j2 dg dx, the prime denotes derivation with
respect to x, and x0 is the mean frequency. Similar relations hold for the y-components. It
should be understood that the pulsed beam is averaged over the pulse transit time across
the plane z � 0. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume in the following that
hxi � h yi � hui � hvi � 0. We will also consider that the ®elds we analyse are spectrally
well-centred and locally quasimonochromatic (SCLQ) beams [7], for which the overall
spatial second-order moments follow the ABCD law (within the paraxial approach). In
particular, the light pulses generated by TEA CO2 lasers we handle in the experiments
belong to this class of ®elds.
Finally, the beam quality parameter along the x-axis, Qx, can be de®ned as follows:

Qx � hx2ihu2i ÿ hxui2 �6�
where hxui � 0 at the waist plane. Note that SCLQ beams ful®l [7]

hx2ihu2i � c2

4x2
0

�7�

and analogously for the orthogonal y-axis. In Equation 7 the equality is reached by beams
whose transversal pro®le is Gaussian. The above expression is identical to the one that
applies to CW laser beams.
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3. Theory
Let us now consider a pulsed beam at its waist plane. We assume here that the conditions
hxui � 0 and hyvi � 0 are ful®lled at the same plane (waist plane). We then write each
spectral component of the ®eld, w�r;x�, in the form

w�r;x� �
XN

n�0
anfn�r;x� �8�

where fn, n � 0 . . . N represent the laser modes. In Equation 8 we associate the term
`modes' to de®nite spatial structures of the laser ®eld, which resonate within the loaded
cavity. Accordingly, each value of index n refers to a particular spatial structure. It should
be noted that the spatial structure will be essentially the same for any axial mode frequency
within the linewidth of the laser oscillator. The presence of di�erent fn would then imply
the existence of di�erent transversal modes. In addition, since di�erent modes involve
di�erent sets of transverse mode resonance frequencies, we haveZ

f ?n �r;x�fm�r;x� dx � 0; n 6� m �9�

Let us now introduce the Laguerre±Gauss (L±G) functions, upm�r� � upm�r; h�. Keeping
in mind the spatial symmetry of the pulse pro®les we handle in this paper (either ana-
lytically or experimentally), the functions upm�r; h� can be assumed to correspond to the
empty cavity modes, i.e.,

upm�r; h� � bpm�cr�mLm
p �c2r2� exp�ÿc2r2=2� exp�imh� �10�

where bpm is a constant, Lm
p denotes the Laguerre polynomial and c is a constant which is

determined from the geometry of the resonator, namely [8],

cÿ1 � L
k

� �1=2 g1g2�1ÿ g1g2�
�g1 � g2 ÿ 2g1g2�2
" #1=4

�11�

where L is the length of the laser cavity, and g1 � 1ÿ L=R1 and g2 � 1ÿ L=R2 are the
resonator g parameters, R1 and R2 being the radii of curvature of the mirrors. Taking this
into account, we can write the pulse amplitude, w�r;x�, of the loaded cavity in terms of the
empty-cavity modes as follows:

w�r; h;x� �
X

p

X
m

Bpm�x�upm�r; h�; m � p �12�

where

Bpm�x� �
Z Z

w�r; h;x�upm�r; h� r dr dh �13�

If the pulse amplitude exhibits a rotationally symmetric behaviour, w�r; h;x� � w�r;x�,
and Equation 12 reduces to

w�r;x� �
X

p

Bp0�x�up0�r� �14�

where

Bp0�x� �
Z Z

w�r;x�up0�r� r dr dh �15�
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and

up0�r� � bp0L
0
p�c2r2� exp�ÿc2r2=2� �16�

From the recurrence properties of the L±G functions and their derivatives [9], we get in an
analogous way to that used in [10] the following equations

2c2hx2i �
X

p

�2p � 1�Rpp ÿ 2
X

p

�p � 1� Re�Rp;p�1� �17�

4k2Qx �
�X

p

�2p � 1�Rpp

�2
ÿ 4

����X
p

�p � 1�Rp;p�1

����2 �18�

khxui � ÿ
X

p

�p � 1� Im�Rp;p�1� �19�

with X
p

Rpp � 1 �20�

where

Rpq � cpq

P
� 1

P

Z
B?p0�x�Bq0�x� dx �21�

and

P �
X

p

cpp �22�

is proportional to the total energy per pulse. Similar relations hold for the second-order
moments hy2i, h yvi and for Qy � h y2ihv2i ÿ h yvi2. Note that (see Equation 21)

jRpqj2 � RppRqq �23�
Using the fact that hxui � 0 at the waist plane, Equation 19 becomesX

p

�p � 1� Im�Rp;p�1� � 0 �24�

and we have

4k2Qx �
�X

p

�2p � 1�Rpp

�2
ÿ 4

�X
p

�p � 1� Re�Rp;p�1�
�2

�25�

Let us now introduce two parameters, namely,

s � 2c2hx2i �26�

t � 2
X

p

�p � 1� Re�Rp;p�1� �27�

From the application of Equations 17 and 25±27 it follows that

s� t �
X

p

�2p � 1�Rpp �28�
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and

t � 4k2Qx ÿ s2

2s
�29�

Note that hx2i and Qx can be directly obtained from the experiment. Parameters s and t
should then be considered as measurable quantities. In conclusion, we have that any
rotationally symmetric pulsed beam (as given by Equation 14) must ful®l at the waist
plane the following four equations:

s� t �
X

p

�2p � 1�Rpp �30�

t=2 �
X

p

�p � 1� Re�Rp;p�1� �31�

0 �
X

p

�p � 1� Im�Rp;p�1� �32�

1 �
X

p

Rpp �33�

These equations give the relationship between the transversal spatial structure of the
pulsed beam and the second-order intensity moments. They are the equivalent counterpart
to the expressions we obtained in [1] for the bidimensional case, in which Hermite±Gauss
(H±G) functions were used. The main di�erence with the previous case arises from
Equation 31: if t 6� 0, Equation 14 should then contain at least two L±G functions, which
di�er by one order. The importance of this fact will become clear in the next section. As in
[1], coe�cients Rpp can be understood as the relative contribution (weight) of each
(squared) L±G function in the expansion (14). In addition, Equation 32 comes from the
fact that the beam is evaluated at the waist plane. Equation 33 represents a normalization
condition.
Note ®nally that the left-hand side of Equations 30 and 31 can be inferred from the

experimental data. In general, the above four equations (30±33) are not enough to de-
termine all the coe�cients Rpq. This constitutes a limitation of the model regarding the
possibility of getting the detailed spatial structure of the pulsed beam from the measure-
ment of the parameters hx2i and Qx. Nevertheless, supplementary hypothesis about the
behaviour of the modes can overcome this di�culty. For example, in certain cases of
interest, the contribution of the higher-order Laguerre±Gauss functions can be assumed
small enough to be neglected, as occurs in the example analysed in the next section.

4. Application to TEA CO2 laser pulses
To illustrate how the mode content can be inferred from Equations 30±33, we will consider
in the following the values of the parameters s and t measured (along the x-direction) at the
output of a TEA CO2 laser device. We will use in the calculations the experimental data
reported in [1] (see Fig. 1). The ensemble pyroelectric camera (Spiricon PYROCAM I)
with laser beam analyser (Spiricon LBA-100A) provides the (squared) beam width (inte-
grated along the complete pulse duration) at di�erent planes after a lens (focal length
500 mm). Pulse energy is nearly 1 J and the pulses last about 100 ns. The laser cavity is a
half-symmetric resonator, in which the distance between the curved mirror (radius 10 m)
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and the planar (output) mirror is 103 cm. In addition, we have placed an intracavity
diaphragm (diameter � 10 mm) close to the curved mirror to increase the beam quality.
We have chosen this kind of beam because of the rotationally symmetric behaviour of

their intensity pro®les. Also note that the adjustable aperture inside the cavity has circular
symmetry.
The presence of multiple modes can be tested from the measurement of the so-called

mode beats generated by heterodyne interference e�ects at the di�erent frequencies be-
tween the modes. In the case we are analysing, it was shown [1] the existence of only one
mode, namely, fa. From the experimental data given in [1], we have c � 0:44 mmÿ1,
s � 1:33 and t � ÿ0:26. Moreover, since the beam quality products 4k2Qx and 4k2Qy are
nearly 1, the spatial structure of this mode should be close to the pure rotationally sym-
metric Gaussian pro®le. Some di�erence, however, should exist between such mode and
the function u00, because t di�ers from zero. But, as was pointed out before, this implies
that this mode should involve at least the ®rst-order L±G function u10�r� (cf. Equation 31).
Accordingly, we can consider that the pulse amplitude (as given by Equation 14) can be
written in terms of the L±G functions u00 and u10 as follows:

fa�r;x� � B�a�00 �x�u00�r� � B�a�10 �x�u10�r� �34�
where now

1

Pa

Z
jB�a�p0 j2 dx � R�a�pp �35�

and

Pa �
Z
jfaj2 r dr dh dx �36�

Figure 1 Experimental setup used to measure parameters s and t.
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From Equations 30 and 31 it then follows that

1:07 � R�a�00 � 3R�a�11 �37�
and

1 � R�a�00 � R�a�11 �38�
which implies

R�a�00 � 0:965 �39�

R�a�11 � 0:035 �40�
We then have that the spatial structure would be composed of 96.5% of the zero-order
L±G function, u00�r�, and of 3.5% of the ®rst-order L±G function, u10�r�. It is clear from
the above that the presence of the active medium slightly distorts the spatial pro®le of the
beam, which would be purely Gaussian for the empty cavity. In comparison with
the expressions obtained when H±G functions are used, Equations 39 and 40 enable us to
determine the exact contribution of each L±G function to the laser mode. It should be
noted that the experimental data from which the values of R00 and R11 have been inferred
are the beam width and the beam quality parameter only.

5. In¯uence of the kurtosis behaviour in the mode expansions
As is well known, the degree of ¯atness (or sharpness) of any beam intensity distribution
can be represented by the so-called kurtosis parameter [11], de®ned in terms of higher-
order intensity moments. Thus, for example, the kurtosis, Kx, along the x-axis is given by
the expression

Kx � hx
4i

hx2i2 �41�

and Ky is de®ned in a similar form. In an analogous way to that used in [7], it can be shown
that the overall spatial third- and fourth-order moments of SCLQ beams follow the same
ABCD law that applies for CW beams. Consequently, the kurtosis propagates according
to this law. In particular, for the pulsed beams we have considered in the previous section,
the behaviour of Kx (integrated along the pulse duration) is shown in Fig. 2. This ®gure
plots the kurtosis of the output beam under free propagation. At each plane z, three values
of Kx (which correspond to three emitted pulses) are registered. Dispersion of the exper-
imental data comes from the in¯uence of the tails of the beam pro®le in o�set and cuto�
corrections. This e�ect is particularly increased when fourth- or higher-order intensity
moments are evaluated. In spite of this trouble, we can clearly distinguish in the global
shape of the experimental points plotted in Fig. 2 one maximum and one minimum of Kx

(a similar result was also reported in [12] and [13], concerning industrial CW CO2 lasers).
Recently [14], a general classi®cation scheme of light beams was given in terms of the

kurtosis behaviour under free propagation. According to this scheme, the output beam of
our TEA CO2 laser device ®ts the type IV. But, for those beams belonging to type IV either
m or q must di�er from zero [14], where

m � hu4ihxui ÿ hu2ihxu3i �42�
and
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q � 3hxu3ihx2i ÿ 3hx3uihu2i �43�
It can be shown that the global pulse amplitude given by Equation 34 ful®ls m � q � 0.
This implies that at least a third L±G function (namely, u20�r�) should also be added to the
mode expansion in order that the resulting pulsed beam can belong to the type IV.
Accordingly, by writing fa in the form

fa�r;x� � B�a�00 �x�u00�r� � B�a�10 �x�u10�r� � B�a�20 �x�u20�r� �44�
where

1

Pa

Z
jB�a�20 j2 dx � R�a�22 �45�

it is easy to see that Equations 37 and 38 now become

1:07 � R�a�00 � 3R�a�11 � 5R�a�22 �46�

1 � R�a�00 � R�a�11 � R�a�22 �47�
and we then obtain at once

R�a�00 > 0:948 �48�

R�a�11 < 0:035 �49�

R�a�22 < 0:017 �50�

Figure 2 Evolution of the kurtosis parameter, Kx , of the output pulsed beam (integrated along the pulse

length) under free propagation. In the ®gure (z2 ± z1) = 500 mm.
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which is similar to the result we got in the bidimensional case (see [1]) using a bidimen-
sional H±G expansion without taking the behaviour of the kurtosis parameter into
account. With respect to the values of the coe�cients R�a�00 and R�a�11 found before (Equations
39 and 40), it is immediately seen that the di�erences are quite small: the predicted spatial
structures of the pulse are nearly the same in both approaches.

6. Conclusions
The spatial structure of a tridimensional rotationally symmetric pulsed beam has been
shown to be linked to its second- and higher-order intensity moments integrated along the
pulse length. In our model each spectral component of the pulse amplitude has been
written in terms of L±G functions. A number of equations were found that enable us to
infer the relative contribution of each L±G function from the values of the width, the
quality parameter and the kurtosis of the pulsed beam. The mode content has been
experimentally investigated for the special case of high-quality pulses emitted by a TEA
CO2 laser device. For this kind of pulses, the spatial structure would be composed of
nearly 95% of the zero-order L±G function, u00�r�, and it should also involve at least the
®rst- and the second-order L±G functions, u10�r� and u20�r�, whose contributions do not
exceed 3.5% and 1.5%, respectively.
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